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As an insurer when I walk into a broker’s office and 
ask the management team what they need our help on, 
inevitably in their top three areas is their marketing, 
whether it’s their brand, advertising, website or their 
general communications programme. This the third 
supplement in a series, this issue is designed to give BIBA 
member-brokers better insight into advertising, marketing 
and branding, with guidance across the communications 
process incorporating best practise that puts the customer 
at the heart of that programme. 
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Over the past decade, 
there has been a rapid 
evolution of technology 
which has signalled 
a huge shift for both 
businesses and our own 
lifestyles. Increased 
accessibility to the 
internet through laptops, 
mobile phones and now 
tablets is giving millions 
of people across the 
world the opportunity 
to instantly access 
information, whether at 
work, at home, or on the 
move.

With this change in 
how consumers and 
businesses receive 
information, insurers and 
brokers must respond 
in order to reach their 
customers in the most 
effective way across 
a range of media. 
Often, this will mean 

adopting an integrated, 
multi-channel strategy 
which promotes the 
organisation’s brand 
and increases awareness 
of the organisation’s 
business propositions.

Marketing 
communications are 
crucial not only to 
generate new business, 
but also to maintain 
existing relationships. 
Marketing campaigns are 
a key method of keeping 
customers up-to-date 
on your activities, latest 
promotions and any 
changes they may need 
to be aware of. This is of 
particular importance 
in an industry like 
insurance, where, unless 
a customer claims, 
they often do not get 
to use their purchase 
or necessarily expect 

to have regular direct 
contact with their broker 
or insurer.

While attracting and 
retaining customers 
is often the key focus 
of an organisation’s 
marketing activity, 
a core element of all 
marketing campaigns is 
internal communication. 
Its absolutely vital that 
companies communicate 
their strategies to their 
employees as much as 
to their customers. Too 
often companies launch a 
new product or campaign 
but haven’t put the 
ground work in with their 
internal engagement 
and got their staff behind 
the campaign. This 
can make the company 
seem disconnected to 
customers or brokers. 

advertising 
Technology in 

Technology in advertising

As we have seen in 
recent years, the use of 
digital marketing tools, and 
especially social media, 
has become an important 
and effective method of 
interacting with customers. 
The ability to distribute 
information, and receive 
feedback, in real-time 
means that marketing is 
becoming increasingly 
dynamic and organisations 
therefore need to be flexible 
in order to adapt their 
strategies.

Digital marketing 
strategies have the added 
benefit of providing a more 
detailed understanding of 
marketing effectiveness 
and customer behaviour. 
Analytical tools allow 
organisations to track 
data such as how many 
people visit a website and 
where these visitors have 

been directed from, giving 
companies detailed data to 
design tailor-made, targeted 
communications strategies. 

As the world becomes 
increasingly reliant on 
digital technology, it is easy 
to focus on digital marketing 
as the only method for 
communicating with 
customers. However, it is 
just one method that should 
be considered as part of an 
integrated communications 
strategy across a range of 
media to reach as many 
people as possible, including 
consumers as well as 
internal stakeholders. 

This edition of The 
Broker’s Guide to…aims to 
share with you a range of 
topics for you to consider 
when planning an effective, 
integrated marketing 
communications strategy.



‘Big Data’ 
has become 
a popular 
buzz-word in 
marketing over 
the past few 
years. However, 
most companies 
are still coming 
to grips with the 
possibilities and 
realities that 

this provides. Clearly, the 
development and gradual 
rise of telematics products 
will be a key driver for 
insurers including Zurich, 
but much closer to home 
for most brokers will 
be the efficient capture 
and subsequent use of 
data for transactional 
email and even social 
media campaigns to your 
customers.

Measure, 
measure, 
measure!

Being able to evidence 
the results of any marketing 
spend is vitally important 
but how do you know which 
metrics to focus on and 
how do you use this to drive 
successful outcomes? The 
good news is that it isn’t 
rocket science:

• Firstly, make sure you 
have the right processes in 
place in your business to 
capture customer data and 
permissions for use of that 
data. Key to this is having 
a comprehensive and clear 
privacy notice in place (see 
Tips Box)

• Don’t spam! Whether 
you plan to send company 
updates, specific offers 
or insurance tips, it’s 
important to tell your 
customers what to expect 
and how often to expect 
it. Give them as much 
information as possible, so 
they can decide whether 
they want to receive 
your communications or 
not, and always make it 
clear how a customer can 
opt out of receiving the 
communications if they 
wish to

• The management of 
customer data should be 
business-as-usual activity in 
any business, ensuring this 
is included as part of staff 
objectives is an easy way to 
ensure everyone recognises 
the importance of the 
information and handles it 
in the right way

• You should use a 
mail programme that 
gives you access to basic 
management information 
such as open rates, click 
thrus and bounce-backs

• Be clear on your key 
performance indicators 
(KPI’s) before the start 
of each campaign – what 
are you intending on 
spending and therefore 
what return on investment 
do you require to make the 
campaign a success?

• Proofread any emails 
thoroughly before you hit 
the ‘send’ button – it will 
always be 10 minutes well 
spent to ensure there are 
no errors
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Gordon Wilmott
Head of Marketing, 
Zurich Personal Lines 

A privacy notice is an important way of showing that you 
are processing personal data fairly.  You should use it to 
disclose:

who is in control of the processing

the purpose(s) for which the data will be processed, and

anything else which is necessary to make the 
processing  of the data fair.

A privacy notice should be drafted in plain English, 
avoiding jargon.  It should explain how the personal 
data will be used, particularly any use which might be 
unexpected or shared with third parties in a way that 
customers might not anticipate.  

Obvious uses – for example, usage necessary to carry out 
the transaction requested by the customer and which is 
no more than a customer would expect – do not need to be 
actively communicated to customers.

A layered approach is often helpful, particularly 
where there is not enough space to provide all relevant 
information.  A short notice with basic information can 
provide a link to a longer notice with more details.

Often it is enough just to tell customers how their data 
will be used.  However, if you are using personal data to 
market to customers, collecting sensitive personal data or 
using previously collected data in a significantly different 
way, express consent may be needed.

It is sensible to review your privacy notice at regular 
intervals to make sure it remains accurate and up to date.

The Information Commissioner’s Office provides helpful 
guidance, including practical examples, at 
www.ico.org.uk/for_organisations/data_protection/
topic_ guides/privacy_notices

• Test different email 
clients and mobile devices 
as mail displays differently 
on each. Send test emails 
to colleagues who have 
an iPhone and those with 
a Blackberry or Android 
device. Testing reveals any 
design mistakes before it’s 
too late. You could even 
set up accounts with a few 
different email services for 
easy testing (Gmail, Yahoo 
and Microsoft Outlook for 
example). Avoid sending 
big images and provide a 
plain-text option for every 
email you send

• Take time to review 
each campaign. What’s 
worked and just as 
important – what hasn’t? Be 
prepared to refine your next 
campaign taking on board 
the learnings from the last 
one

Ultimately you want to be 
able to leverage your data 
in a sustainable way that 
delivers successful (and 
repeatable) outcomes - that 
is what all brokers should be 
striving for.

Marketing
Direct Response

Tips for Privacy Notices
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Whilst there might 
be a clamour to resort 
wholly to digital 
means to market your 
communications, there 
is still a very relevant role 
for traditional media, 
such as print advertising.

 
Print often has 

a greater sense of 
credibility as consumers 
tend to be more trusting 
of adverts that appear 
in magazines and 
publications, than with 
online banners through 
fear of scams and 
internet viruses.

They’re also a tangible 
product that you can 
hold, show people 
and keep for posterity, 
and can be sometimes 
targeted more effectively 

by carefully selecting 
the right publication to 
advertise in.

 
Print should not 

necessarily be used in 
place of digital; they 
can complement each 
other too. If you do take 
out print advertising, 
consider how this might 
link to your campaign 
that is running digitally; 
can you offer a special 
deal to someone by using 
a dedicated code or URL? 
Also consider using QR 
codes – a type of barcode 
– to bridge the digital 
gap. Users can scan 
the code using a smart 
phone which then directs 
them to your website 
where they can then do 
business with you. 

Andy Thornley
Communications Manager, 
BIBA
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Print advertising? 
Why choose 

Print Advertising

Social media is becoming increasingly 
important to businesses of all sizes. 
Some see it as a risk, but the reality is 
that conversations will be happening 
about your business, whether or not 
you’re there — and it’s much better to 
be a part of it, help shape it and avoid 
‘burying your head in the sand.’

Twitter has transformed the ways 
in which people digitally interact with 
brands and each other. It can be a 
cost effective way for your business to 
connect with clients, potential clients, 
or key industry stakeholders. Sheila’s 
Wheels, for example, uses Facebook to 
sell policies through their page. 

How will you build an interactive and engaged following for your brand 
on social media? This is the million dollar question. However, some basic 
tips to help boost your profile are:

Identify platforms  – finite resource and so many different 
social channels means research. Identify which platform your 
target audience uses and focus your attentions there.

Add value to your content – Give people a reason to follow 
you on social media. No one wants to engage with a stream 
of adverts so add value — educate the prospect enough to do 
business with you — whether via tips, useful information or 
witty anecdotes. Also, try to include ‘rich’ content where you 
can, like photos and video.

Show your face –People speak to people, not brands. With 
Twitter, consider who tweets from your account and how you 
identify them so that followers know who they are. 

Join the conversation – don’t just pump out messages about 
your agenda. Search by subject using meta tags and when you 
find the right people, talk to them, be helpful and friendly and 
you’ll start to increase your influence

Get tooled up – use measurement tools like Social Bro, 
Klout, Tweetdeck, and Google Analytics as key performance 
indicators. Work out the best time to tweet, understand how 
many visit via social media. Test, learn and adapt.

Social Media
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Tips for building followers

Social Media
Make use of



Tips for 
building 
your online 
content

• Decide what industry 
issues you want to 
talk about where you 
will add value for 
your customers and 
identify where you will 
get information feeds 
from. This could be 
demystifying complex 
subjects, providing 
user guides, online 
calculators, and 
answering common 
questions.

• Ask:  how can you put 
yourself in the shoes of 
your customers and see 
the world from their 
perspective?

• Create content that’s 
interesting, and of 
value to the audience 

• Add your own 
market commentary, 
for instance giving 
customers tips on  how 
customers can reduce 
their risk exposure 

• Adding articles in 
different formats, 
whether that’s filming 
experts within your 
business and posting 
them on your website, 
or by approaching 
industry experts 
such as interviewing 
insurers and trade 
bodies

• Reach out to your 
insurer network to 
generate content, all 

insurers will provide 
content which you 
can repurpose, share 
and use with your 
customers.  

• Share your insight 
with others and 
publicise your content 
on Twitter. 

• For immediate access 
to content that you 
can share with your 
customers visit http://
insider.zurich.co.uk
By moving your 
business forward using 
content to engage and 
encourage visitors to 
your website you will 
be more effective in 
showcasing your core 
offering alongside 
the content you are 
producing. 
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Creating 
online content 
to attract 
customers

Creating compelling 
content online is not just 
about retelling the news.  It’s 
about delivering the right 
message that has value to 
the right people at the right 
time. 

A starting point could 
be to write content for 
your own website that your 
customers will find valuable. 
For example, an  article 
on risk management in a 
specific industry sector or 
how upcoming legislation 

will impact your customers. 
John Paul, Head of 
Commercial Broker 
Marketing at Zurich shared 
these words of wisdom on 
how to attract customers 
with engaging online 
content:

“You need to bring in 
your audience and engage 
them, building trust and 
credibility with content. 
Creating new content to 
talk about knowledgably 
and demonstrating 
your expertise to your 
customers through online 
dialogue is absolutely key 
to developing sustainable 
online relationships and 
promoting your brand.  

This sounds straight 
forward but can be a 
challenge for companies big 
and small, due to the time 
it takes to plan, write and 
produce online content.”

“At Zurich, we produce 
new articles to publish 
every week on Insider — 
our new website which 
provides a mix of industry 
insight from Zurich 
experts across all lines of 
business and commentary 
of industry issues from 
industry experts, such as 
the Economist Intelligence 
Unit.  We welcome and 
actively encourage brokers 
to share this content with 
customers, re-use on their 
own websites and tweet.”

Increased customer engagement

increased customer    
          engagement
Optimising your content for

John Paul
Head of Marketing, 
Zurich Commercial Broker 

The explosion of social media, online business communities and 
websites means the way in which businesses communicate today 
couldn’t be more different than in the last 20 years, when sales messages 
focused purely on products and the website equivalent was printed 
brochureware.  

As a result, detailed information about insurance, once only available 
from sales teams, is accessible to everyone, with sales invited into the 
buying process at a much later stage. This shift makes online content 
more valuable than ever before in attracting and converting customers, 
with brokers now having to develop valuable content to engage 

customers with on their websites.
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Increased customer engagement

The digital revolution has sometimes left 
regulation struggling to catch up, but it is 
doing so rapidly.  Your starting point should 
be to assume that the rules for digital media 
are in principle the same as the rules that 
apply to any other medium.

The CAP Code (Committee of 
Advertising Practice), administered by the 
Advertising Standards Authority, extends to 
a firm’s marketing communications on its 
own website and other non-paid for space 
online under its control.  Not all digital 
content has to comply with the Code; it only 
applies to advertisements or other marketing 
communications.

The CAP Code also applies to traditional 
forms of online advertisements, such as 
banner and pop-up advertisements and 
paid-for listings.

Both the CAP Code and the Consumer 
Protection from Unfair Trading 
Regulations 2008 require that it should 
always be clear whether a communication 
is marketing material or something else.  
An example of something that is likely to 
breach this requirement would be posting 
false online reviews of products or services 
in a way that makes them appear to have 
been written by independent members of 
the public.  Similarly, a tweet should contain 
a clear identifier such as ‘#ad’ if it is a 
marketing communication.

Care should also be taken with search 
engine optimisation. Meta elements, 
adwords and the like should not be chosen if 
they could generate misleading results.  For 
example, phrases such as “cheap insurance” 
could be misleading if in fact the insurance 
offered was more expensive than average.

The regulatory angle

Once you’ve brought in your audience and engaged them with content, 
tracking  how they access your brand, and what they’re looking at on your 
website, should be a core part of your business.    
Tips to measure your content effectiveness:
• Use web tools such as Google Analytics to instantly get a fresh insight   
into how visitors are using your website, providing page views, average 
time spent on your website, where your visitors are coming from 
and what they’re viewing when they get there. 

• More and more traffic is coming from smartphones and tablets,
so it’s important to understand how your customers are accessing  
your website  and think about making your website mobile friendly.   

• Measure how engaging your social presence is through Klout, 
which provides you with a score to help benchmark your online
influence against your competitors.  Klout measures multiple 
pieces of data from several social networks, you can increase that 
score by answering questions from customers about your passion.
For more information visit http://klout.com/corp/how-it-works 

Measuring the success of your content
Marketing campaigns

Mathew Rutter
Partner, 
Financial institutions group, 
DAC Beachcroft LLP

It is important to consider the legal and regulatory aspects of 
any marketing campaign at an early stage, not as an afterthought.

FCA requirements
From a regulatory perspective, any form of communication 
is capable of being a “financial promotion” and so subject to 
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) Rules.  So whether you are 
putting together a traditional glossy brochure or are using social 
media, the same principles apply.  In simple terms, it must be 
clear, fair and not misleading.

marketing 
      campaigns 

The regulatory aspects of 

Key points to think about are:

          Clarity 
All communications need to be clear in their meaning, and any statements they contain 
need to be accurate. They should be clear about, for example, the type of service or product 
offered, and contain enough information so that the customer can make an informed choice.

           Balance
Any description of a product or service needs to be balanced. This means that important 
points should not be hidden in small print or disclaimers, and key risks should be given 
appropriate prominence. This can be tricky to achieve within the limits of social media.

          Not misleading
It is important to think about the target market for all communications, and make sure 
that the messages are likely to be accurate for them.  They should not create unrealistic 
expectations or cherry-pick data.



Other regimes
Other areas to consider 

include compliance with 
the rules of the Advertising 
Standards Authority (the 
ASA).  There is a large degree 
of overlap between FCA 
rules and the CAP Code 
(which is administered by 
the ASA), with its overriding 
principle that marketing 
communications should be 
“legal, decent, honest and 
truthful”.  

At a technical level, the 
FCA’s rules take precedence.  
However, the CAP Code 
covers non-technical 
elements of communications 
such as not causing serious 
or widespread offence, 
social responsibility and 
the truthfulness of claims 
that do not relate to specific 
characteristics of financial 
products (e.g. “the UK’s 
leading insurance broker”).

It is also important to 
remember the scope of the 

consumer credit regime 
if indicating a willingness 

to provide credit or 
offer goods for hire.
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Misleading 
savings

It must be clear how likely 
it is that the customer will 
achieve any promised 
savings, and it must be 
clear how that saving 
claim is calculated.  

Premiums or benefits 
quoted in a promotion 
should be representative 
of the deal that consumers 
likely to respond to the 
promotion could expect 
to achieve.  For example, 
claims made through 
social media should 
reflect the fact that 
younger people are likely 
to read and respond to the 
promotion than would be 
the case for traditional 
media.

Overpromising

Broad statements such 
as “‘protect your financial 
future” risk over-
promising on what the 
insurance can deliver.

Misleading 
imagery
Care should be taken with 
images used to support 
promotions to ensure that 
they are not misleading.  
For example, a promotion 
for travel insurance used 
an image of a skier, but the 
insurance didn’t include 
winter sports cover.

A financial promotion 
has to be judged in 
isolation.  You cannot, 
for example, set out the 
benefits of a product in 
one promotion and the 
risks in another and argue 
that, taken together, 
they are balanced.  Each 

financial promotion must 
be balanced in its own 
right.

The FCA now has 
the power to ban any 
financial promotion with 
immediate effect, and the 
Financial Ombudsman 
Service may look at 
promotional materials 
when judging whether a 
customer’s complaint is 
valid.

The types of things the regulator has 
picked up on in the past include:

Practical tips

Make sure you have effective internal 
procedures to approve and sign off promotions 
and keep complete records of promotions that 
are issued.  Marketing agencies can assist, but it 
is the firm’s responsibility to ensure compliance 
with all relevant rules.  




